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Grandview Girl Tells
Of Her Love Life
With Boy Bandit
See Page 18

Kenyon College Rockettes are production of their annual May from the Kenyon student body and a Memorial service was read in as a result of the amatory con

ence, practicing a few Elizabeth-

Day festival. May Day King will it will be (it is rumored) the body- Gamblers High School today for the quests of Kenyonites with Spring

an Mums Dance steps prior to the be chosen by the student body beautiful prize winner. LeRoy five teachers lost from the faculty in their blood.

Listed.

Injured by falling limbs after an extensive campaign on Kenyon's virgin forest last week, — is shown recuperating in the Rosse Hall dispensary.
PHOTOCRIME . . .

1 SIR WILLIAM FOSTER, overcome with the monotony of living in a forty-five room mansion with no one to look at but the servants, decides to throw a big party. He dares the air and sunshine briefly to inspect the croquet courts from the front stoop.

2 BUT HAVING HEARD that all parties must be indoors of necessity, he decides on a reunion Russian polkasocian. Princess MacDonald, who has been publishing books on White Russia in department stores.

3 THE PARTY WAS CERTAIN success. Sir the Princess was pleased to have free board for a week-end that she announced she would bring her race horse "Daisy" with her, the swiftest horse in Russia and entrust to her care by the Czar.

4 NOT TEN MINUTES AFTER the guests arrived, Sir William's knack for entertaining was evident. The facilities for falconry, and fish-spouting on his vast domain were made available to all as was his champagne cellar and his able house. The entire estate fairly rocked with good cheer.

5 BUT IT WAS NOT LONG since MacDonald had been murdered in an eighteenth century dungeon of the old manor house. Promptly a murderer had been committed in one of the heavily carpeted rooms of the old manor house. Promptly a murderer had been committed in one of the heavily carpeted rooms of the old manor house. Promptly a murderer had been committed in one of the heavily carpeted rooms of the old manor house. Promptly a murderer had been committed in one of the heavily carpeted rooms of the old manor house.

6 ONE OF THE GUESTS turned out to be none other than one of Edgar Hoovers stooges, but since he was writing a daily column for the Hearst papers on "Your Threated and What Does on Theresin" he could not be persuaded to give his attention to the crime.

7 TO THE RESCUE OF THE embarrassed household, a gay merry crowd turned frantic (and all wondering "wholl be next?"), came a mysterious uninvited guest. Without revealing his identity, he set to work investigating the other guests, and then, finding all had perfect alibis, turned to the woman servants.

8 AFTER TWO DAYS OF INQUIRY served by all that this newest crime questioning the woman servidor had a Russian accent, so a bearded, sinister-looking man was immediately assumed to be a friend of the murdered Polkhis in his work by announcing cease that he had a solution. It was ob-

9 PRODUCING A SET of the little fingernails you ever saw, the bearded Russian was credited with having solved the crime. His face was much as could be observed, turned crimson as he was showered with compliments and cast "Slava na vsekh!"
PU'S AND BETA'S DE-BARRED

Upon the installation of President Gordon West's (Phi) Chalmers the American Bar Association took final proceedings against the PUB and the Bugs to debar them from the library.

The proceedings are a result of alleged tilted and unethical practice at the bar. The two fraternity states had intended to contest the suit but after a final discussion with their attorneys they have dropped their suit. Their attorneys then waived their retaining fees and filed papers stating a withdrawal of the harassment proceedings. It is understood that Goodale of Guns have now picked up the suit and bar proceedings will continue as before at the PUB division.

BREAST STROKER AMAZED

Dick Shoresky, Kenyon breast stoker, is constantly amazed each morning to find a little puddle of water under his window in his chased each morning. According to J. W. People, head father of South Hanza, by pressing a certain button on the third floor of South Hanza Hall, one may send a torrent, yes, a balloon cascade of water down into Dick's closet. Dick doesn't know the difference sometimes when he wonders if there is a leak in a pipe somewhere, and sometimes he just wonders.

FLASH!

Once upon a time there was a little boy. He was named Fergi.

Fergi grew up and went to school. After he went to school he went to college. No, not Kenyon. After graduation he got a job. There do you suppose that job was? Of course, it was at Kenyon.

He got a job as a stunt in the library.

After he had been working at Kenyon for quite awhile he brought a Martini. Fergi was this boy every day. In fact, he wore this hat for years and years. Finally, the boys at this country kind of got disgusted because Fergi didn't buy a new hat. So one day they staged it with a snow ball. But Fergi picked it up and walk his way to the library.

Ten years later Fergi was still wearing the same hat. One day the boys bought him a new hat. But that tradition is tradition, Fergi still wears his little old hat.

SWASTIKA FRAT FRAMED

Whispers, staking figures in the air of the night gathered at the prayer cross between the Doblin and Pringe divisions the other evening to rescue the possibility of a new fraternity. The new secret society will be known as Phi Up and will be a brotherhood

President Chalmers was named honorary president. The plans of the new organization call for all members to be present at every flag raising. As a membership fee, a flag was done in a displayed that thousand and thirty members had filed their intention of joining the club. Proxy Clamden was the first to send in his membership fee. It was honored definitely today that he has attended each of the last three flag raisings.

ASCENSION BURNS

"Ascension burns down. Classes were suspended today by the Administration until next semester."

To a brilliantly lighted flame students gathered around traditional Ascension Hall as it turned to the ground. For over fifty years Kenyon students had gathered in this beautifully designed building to do in the cozy weaved chairs and sleep as professors lectured. Now Ascension is gone! Gone are the days of cows on the sound floor, gone are the days of chick a manger around in Room 1E. Gone is Ascension Hall!

"Gone are the broken windows. Gone, gone, gone and gone!"

Such are the words of a new song recently written and published by Arthur Peabody West.

STONE'S GRILL

It's getting hot. Let's Go to Stone's and get the coldest glass of High proof beer in town.

Fine Food, Beer, Liquor and Wine

SAFETY SERVICE GARAGE
Storage—Repair Work

13 W. Ohio St.

WILLIAMS' FLOWER SHOP
Flowers for All Occasions
14 S. Main St.
Say It With Flowers

THE ALCOVE RESTAURANT
Recently Renovated
Breakfast, Lunches, Dinners

SURIAS & FRANCIS

OLD JUDGE ROBBINS

IN THE SOUTH

ON DADDY DON'T THINK THOSE PLACES TELL THE TRUTH MAN!

OH, THEY'RE RIGHT AT HOME WITH I.W.

ARE THERE BLOODY AMERICA AS FREE AS THAT YARD?

JUST AS FRIENDLY AS PRINCE ALBERT.
AND I'M BORN THE SAME YEAR AS YOU!

WILL I GROW ANY BETTER IN A YEAR?
THAN THAT THERE'S A WORLD OF GOD CALLS ME ALBERT.

SAYIN' PRINCE ALBERT IS JUST LIKE SAYIN' REAL PIPE JOY.
THAT'S GOOD TOBACCO!

PRINCE ALBERT'S "crimp cut" assures good packing and easy drawing. The special "no bite" process creates extra mild, mellow, and mild smoking in any kind of pipe.

SMOKED IN FRAHERLY FIELDS of Prince Albert. If you don't find your favorite, nearest pipe tobacco you may command attention by packing with the end of your pipe. We will gladly refund purchase price if you are not fully satisfied.

PRINCE ALBERT 25 CENT PIPE TOBACCO Co., Winston-Salem, North Carolina

PRINCE ALBERT THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKER

PRINCE ALBERT 50 pricefuls of fragrant tobacco in every 2-oz. tin of Prince Albert
It is our belief that one COLLEGIAN editorial could smoking in class.

The student body should immediately re-organize all the clubs we have ever had at Kenyon, enforce the Pan-Hellenic ratings, vote the Honor System back in, make certain the Honor System will never get back in, do away with all clubs, abolish the Pan-Hellenic Council, stop spreading rumors, try to find out more rumors, call on the faculty in their homes, argue with the faculty, unless they cover us, vote all dances against all appropriations of money from the Assembly Funds, spend money freely on any worthy cause, while write for Hika continue COLLIGIAN, more loudly, do away with publications, sing only one song, get out with dirty politics, conform by individu-

Q.E.D.

Just to see how many of my many readers are April fools, I will give you a little intelligence test. When you have finished with the test, just send in your answers, plus a small mailing charge of a dollar and I will send you, free of charge, a miniature photograph of myself. A truly wonderful offer, and one no one should miss. The test will be printed in the first column. Then check the word in the second column that you think pertains to the first.

**ill**

- Simeonnet
- guard
- seven
- plum
- muffin
- 1900
- powder
- feather
- Pango
- banquet
- lover
- tricks
- symptoms
- change
- Roan Rouge
- Kalamazoo
- Stockford
- thoth
- T-Ball
- Color-Buck
- Brown
- Jasper
- Lawson
- Green
- Black
- Death
- Olay
- Paul
- young lady
- Pro-
- Lucy Lamb
- Poulbo
- half
- West
- the
- Boss
- Hall-Wright
- Graham's car
- Hurst
- Handford
- place
- aly
- B
- Fuller
- Chicago
- corset spam
- Hawkes and Hawkeye
- ham
- ham
- ham
- Miss Black
- French
- umbilical
- 1901
- Cummings
- Congress
- Five Pretty Girls
- wet
- Jyrk
- Green's
- Palat's
- Wonderbar
- Don Basset
- Sunday Star
- Zetlka's
- Christian Science Monitor
- Bugle

At the College Shop for the first time since its opening is a new type of tube. The tube will now be for a special price. The advantages of the new type tube are undoubtedly, this is especially true in the fact that examinations will soon be taken place. One can readily appreciate the advantages of this new type tube.

Fuller deals can be received from Mac Doig, Joe Allen, or the only student who has given tube a really scientific test, Arthur Peabody West.
ONLY YOUTH BLOWS

By George Arms

(Written after reading as much as I could stand of a story allegedly about life at one of our local high schools.)

From Ohio State Sunday

Percy dived his turbulent of cheap Scotch, glanced at his watch and zoom. "Come on, we better go, saysPack it in". "Yeah, I guess we had'd, says Elbert. (He had just three glasses of milk and was slightly under the weather.) The rest lay flat; the cheap joints in which they had been for the last few days, and, reanimating the gentleman generously, began to derange it, and, as usual, it was time. The hard-nosed, glassing bullet league, as it were, a thing of beauty, vanishing in front of some lad's face, as a thing of beauty, still, how we ache," observed Elbert, as Percy parked his jalope between the science teacher's Ford and the French trophy, tightly, tightly compressing even more of the room for his ring of beauty. Seven Stone, three Phi Sig, and two C.C.C. in mimicry themselves spectroscopic wisps. The girls were as positively exhilarating in their lore. Miss Herbert could stand a finger. "Gladiolus," in exclamation. What had been the only hint of beauty was the car. Percy changed a quart of air from the other, and, clanking the siren, landed it to the nearest girl, who fixed it. Herbert dragged a long nose of Kentucky mossyness and sent in his coat, which was boxed and gridded it down. The rest of the party took turns on the grass and the radiator.

"Well, let's go to school," said Percy, brightly. "I'm hungry." He flung a banana into his hand as he glidedly on his feet gasping at the gray gray portals before them. His eyes, in hair nestled in shavings against his handsome profile so as to stand gazing disconsolately at the darksome building and meditating deep meditations. He was dressed all in gray, gray shirt, gray oxfords and gray necktie. The only touch of color was a light bright red necktie. He wore the hocked, tucked, suit under a passing truck, and succeeded into the building, passing bare and three to kiss a brain.

Percy's professor, Pemblandisham-of-at, pinched him meanly before some bright colored eyes far back in whose depths one could always read darksome thoughts of foibles and baseless doubts. It was removed that he glanced over the pictures in the quick. He was very strict. But per- cy was not afraid of him. He answered the question and took his book.

That day was made for Percy faced all his subjects. Herbert failed everything except physical education because he bought his hamburgers from the instructor. Percy was learning very little worried about what his folks might say, but they didn't do anything he wanted. He and his father got up fifteen thousand that day on a tip from Percy; so he gave him a pocketbook to get the tip from gasoline expert on T.P.

After an excellent supper, converse-

sion of frog's legs, pickled herring and tripe, one of his favorite courses, Percy was whistling merrily as he pushed his new diamond into his second must. His Dad passed through the room and Percy asked permission to leave for a car that night, but his father said they needed it for funeral. So he zipper Percy a hundred, and told him to be early because it was a school function.

The cool night air drove many麒麟, French from a few bottles through the darkness, playing on the hot asphalt. One of the last to leave was the proprietor's girl. Her sunny plumpiness filled with sweet wine and her lap filled with sweet tenderness, she lazily glanced at the world now and then to count the dead chickens.

So Percy was with vortex, Percy drove on. They got Hereford girl and a policeman for the truck-driver's girl in Marston, and came racing back in twenty minutes 00 so they pulled up in front of that den of vice known as the Valley Wade, where the dance was being held. Percy hadn't realized that they were as close as they were, so when they stopped they didn't need to get out of the car until the band nonchalantly waxed their theme was in.

Dellah was a bocceous arumful as Percy led her gently around the area. He was an expert dancer and she was too, and their double dip was followed by a handstand as a thing of beauty to watch. Percy was also famous for his par- ticularly, and three minutes before intermission he had to do his hum- ble part of breaking a glass Scotch in a minute and fifteen seconds and then playing "The Red Rose.""

Percy and Dellah walked untut- edly, while Herbert and Rosie took one and then the other out of the groove in the car bottom and, as usual, were some miles away from theotch. She looked him square in the eye. "I don't think I have loved you," he shouted back at her. "I'll show you." He grabbed her by the hand and then pulled into his arms. As she put her head on his shoulder, he closed his eyes and, as usual, yearned for the other girl, an overwhelming desire, a ventureous desire, to whom she clung. They bought in another suit. After the dances, when they were caroused in front of a hot and unrelenting heat of the last day, he closed his eyes for the next day and were going to get up sky. Herbert said, "You know," he said, "this is a hell of a life." "I'll, already answered Percy. "Not a damn thing happens to us.

The Red & White Store

"For Groceries"

THE KAMPUS KOLLEK

George Rowley

Compliments of The People's Bank

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP

BEVY OF WOO PITCHERS TO COME TO HILL

With the announcement that Mr. Stuart B. McGowan (pictures on page 10) had been appointed Reg- is-ter of the college, announcement was also made from reliable cor- reals that next fall there would be introduced in the Hill a bevy of blonde bachelors.

The new atom, our informer be- fore us, will be imported from Flirtie City. Two of the thinly clad young basens will be assigned to each division to assist the division heads in carrying on the social pro- grams and business relations of the division. It is hoped that this move will reduce divisional fric- tion, destroy campus politics, and lessen the Mt. Vernon activity held every week.

Ten of the better looking and more vigorous basens will be as- signed to Addison Hall. There with the aid of roller skates they will deliver messages for the bachelors. A crook who understands that the married professors were in- cluded in this scheme but pressure was brought to bear by some of the better halves. It is also under- stood that the waiting list of girls desiring to be part of this has jumped from six to six hundred.

PITKIN'S

PROVISION

STORE

The Best in Foods

135-137 South Main St.

Mt. Vernon, Ohio

BLACK LABEL

6 for 5c

Case $2.50

STROHS

Case $2.50

Schlitz

6 for 5c

Bottles $1.25

BREWERY'S LAGER BEER

Case $6 for 6c--Case $2.40

Largest and Largest Selection of Battle Beer in Mt. Vernon. Impor- ted and Domestic Wine, Mixed Drinks, Ginger Ale, 7 Up and Other Mixers.

MEN'S TIES FROM 55c UP

The Best

KEVIN COLLEGIATE

5 Beers

Johnny Presents

New Bermuda Program

What's My Name?

Friday Night $2.50 P. M.

WLW

MYERS SUPPLY CO.

Everything for the Party

114 W. High St.

Mt. Vernon

Always Look Out for the Night

Except Sunday
FOOD IN THE COMMONS

In preparation for a typical meal at the Commons, we see one of the kitchen staff stirring through the forest just south of the Shaffer Pool looking for roots, herbs, and berries to be used in the Chop Suey.

Taking time out for a Camel, the third assistant chef says, "After five hours over a hot pot of Chop Suey, I'm all in. The flames get me down. Lines of care begin to show on my forehead."

PROF. CAHALL NAMED AS DASTARDLY RED

Kenyon's Hill was bewitched and amused today when G. E. H. Atwell McCarthy Jasper's "E" men reported that one of the college faculty members was working in close relationship with the Dastardly Red organization seeking to overthrow the American Democratic government. Professor Raymond Drexel Cahall was named unofficially in some circles as the professor involved in a letter circle he wasn't even mentioned. It is also understood that his right hand henchman, William Preston, Baldy Man, true to his Shaniqua mack of L. R. C. Waters had several real admirers with Professor Kibbitt, Arthur Peabody West pronounced and outspoken enemy of Democracy in Kenyon and went ball for the professor. This more than intimated that the professor was aligned with the Reds.

Another source close to the President's word said that E. R. C. does not stand for International Relations Club, but rather is a secret code meaning (the meaning is so low the council will not permit publication).

Investigators are now working on the possibility of a red organ belonging to Lake Red College. It has been rumored in some circles (Nellie Granite's secret circle) that this investigation may reveal a white slave racket greater than anything seen on the Hills of Gamma since last year.

In accordance with the faculty plot of "educate Lady at any cost," Dr. Caffey has required Hawe to read "Little Women." When asked what he thought of the plot, Hawe said that he didn't mind the education, but reading these grown-up books is a little too much.

KENYON VALET SERVICE

Goodale & Gunn, Em. 32, N. L.
WORK CALLED FOR AND DELIVERED

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

MARRIAGE DRIVES HILL-MEN TO RUIN

Disaster, stark and terrible has stalked the halls of Kenyon College. The once peaceful, sober life in the Harvard of the Middle West has been turned into a charade. The Kissing River, once a tranquil stream, now roars and batters back, being swollen by the dead bodies of Kenyon men. Has Callahan resigned? No. Has Peace quieted a roar? No. Has Art West flunked a test? No. What has happened? Well, to be brief, Maid has gone and gotten married.

To a person not acquainted with Kenyon, or Maid this does not seem to be a great reason for such drastic action. But, most especially one who goes to the 5-hour Chop Suey, has given one if the greatest catastrophes in recent times. The population of Kenyon as a whole has been taken upon itself to mourn.

A. C. Berringer, as Maid, shielded his head and dinned sardonic laughter. When asked how he liked his great- grandmother, he was heard to retort, "My white tie and tails I have given away because my Maid is gone." Skip Wright is known to have become a monk and is now living in solitude far away from the hill, trying to forget the pain in his heart through daily prayer. "Bobby" Davie has joined the French Foreign Legion.

It is rumored that he will soon be joined by Peabody and Art West, and Allan Vaughan, who were Maid's closest friends and lived with her dearly. Only the other day Mr. Lemmon, ourselfish inventor, was stopped in the street by an old friend with his own shot stick. When asked why he was so depressed, he was said, "I have lost my ar- guin, and I have lost my Maid. I have nothing left in the world for me." Even the exhausted Francis H. Hopkins was heard to say, "I have more than enough to jump off the railroad bridge. Such scenes as these have grown very common around Kenyon. Even Corwin C. Roach is thinking of hirving himself in the wilds of South Africa. More power to you, C. C. R.

SPRING IS HERE

Be prepared for the spring Par- ade. A new service has been cre- ated on the Hill for your conven- ience. The "Kenyon Value Service" will bring and press suits, eat pre- pared foods, make cookies, give advice on how to grow "grass," etc. You have the satisfaction guaranteed that you will please your pocketbook. For free please stop in and let your call number Leonhard or 153 and ask for "The Kenyon Valet Service."
DEAREST BILL:

"... I must stop now... With all my love plus, Fanny."

"DEAR BILL:"

"... everyone else is here to sleep. Love-Fanny."

"BILL DARING:

"When I got your telegram, I was very worried. Too, and I was not to be disturbed... I please don't be angry to me. Your devoted wife, Fanny."

"DEAR BILL:"

"I am sending today your fraternity pin collect mail... I think you done me wrong... You will hear from me later... Doc says I will be all right later... I thesoph... how was your wife? But I steal a...." "Your—Fanny."

This suit will be heard before the student assembly some time during the summer conference in the latter part of June.

Your Spring Needs

in Shirts, Hose,
Neckwear, Pajamas,
and Underwear—— Shop at

Knox County's Greatest Store
A COMPLETE DEPARTMENT STORE
CATERING TO YOUR NEEDS

The DOWDS-RUDIN Co.
311 & Main Streets
MT. VERNON, OHIO

THE JACOBS SHOE REPAIR SHOP
and
SOHIO SERVICE STATION

POET'S CORNER

Who was that gentleman I saw you with last night?
That who no gentleman. He was a guy from Kenyon.

First Denison Coed: Ah! Ah!
2nd Denison Coed: Ah! Ah! Ah!
1st Kenyon man: Hi, Hi! Hi!
2nd and last Denison man: What the Hel! ... 

First Butt: Smoke me.
2nd Butt: Smoke me.
3rd Lady: Got a Cigarette?

Snow is falling all about us.
Snow is falling on the Hill.
Snow is coming down.

Your Love,

YOUR DEAREST BILL

Hear the great Goodman Swing Band "go to town." Every Tuesday night at this new time—9:30 pm E.S.T., 8:30 pm C.S.T., 7:30 pm M.S.T., 6:30 pm P.S.T., over Columbia Network.

NOW ON THE AIR

EDDIE CANTOR

America's great fun-maker and personality—every Monday night at 7:30 pm E.S.T., 6:30 pm C.S.T., 8:30 pm M.S.T., and 7:30 pm P.S.T., over Columbia Network.

ON THE AIR

BENNY GOODMAN

THE "KING OF SWING"

Hear the great Goodman Swing Band "go to town." Every Tuesday night at this new time—9:30 pm E.S.T., 8:30 pm C.S.T., 7:30 pm M.S.T., 6:30 pm P.S.T., over Columbia Network.

ALL BROUGHT TO YOU BY

THE MAKERS OF

CAMEL S

Copyright, 1929, by Famous Players-Lasky Corp., Motion Picture, M.S.
BULL-TINS

FLASH!

It was reliably learned today that someone is going to be taken before a Federal grand jury for violation of the Mann Act. The conditions surrounding the calling of the grand jury were the result of the migration of forty hospital girls from Rockford College. The Collegian reporter who hid under the table in the grand jury room reports that it was not because the girls were brought to Kenyon but rather were taken away from Kenyon against their wishes. Watch your local paper for further news.

FLASH! FLASH!
Hills was not last week!
FLASH FLASH FLASH
This issue of the paper has not been proof read! Neither were the last twenty odd issues.

BACK WITH A FLASH!

Quote: The Dennison "Why should we stand for these Kenyon boys taking our girls?" Dennison men are now sitting down since they can't do anything about it (Sarcasm).

HALF A FLASH!

ADVERTISEMENT - Buy your new cigarette holder at the Collegian Shop. Dr. Professor W. Ray Ashford will display how to use the new holders in our basement window on Thursday.

AND THIRTY

We know a man who kissed a horse.

Compliments of
FRED MINNICH
7 E. High St.
Phone 163
Mt. Vernon

WORLEY’S
MEN’S WEAR
120 S. Main
Mt. Vernon, O.

JAMMARON’S
Cleaning and Pressing
Gambier, Ohio

GENE VAL DEAN’S
In Gambier
Sandwiches, Lunches, Beer
Open Until 12 o’clock

R. V. HEADINGTON
SUPER SERVICE STATION
LUBRICATION SERVICE
TIRES REPAIRING
Hot Water Heaters—Fog Lights—Defrosting Fans
Goodrich Tires and Tubes
Linco Batteries
Linco Tires and Tubes

A TELECHRON ALARM CLOCK IS AN ACCURATE REMINDER TO GET YOU TO CLASS ON TIME. WE HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF TELECHRON CLOCKS.

KNECHT-FEENEY ELEC. CO.
25 years of complete electric service
4 SOUTH MAIN ST.
Mount Vernon, Ohio

Mild ripe tobaccos...and
pure cigarette paper

...these Chesterfield ingredients are the best a cigarette can have

What you enjoy in Chesterfields

...the reason they give so many smokers more pleasure...is the full flavor and aroma of mild ripe home-grown and aromatic Turkish tobaccos, blended like no other cigarette.

The Champagne cigarette paper used in making Chesterfields is pure...it burns without taste or odor...it’s the best cigarette paper money can buy.

...you’ll find MORE PLEASURE in Chesterfield's milder better taste